TEXT:

1. (###) FRY Interior Minister Zivkovic attending Council of Ministers' meeting in Strasbourg.
2. (###) Foreign news.
3. (###) Video report on FYROM officer dying in mine explosion -- Incomplete.
4. (###) Signal lost.
5. (####) Video report on FRY joint forces' return to central part of Sector B -- Incomplete.
6. (####) Signal lost.
7. (####) Video report featuring statement by S Serbia coordinator Covic -- Incomplete.
8. (####) Retail prices in May go up by 1.9 percent.
9. (####) FRY Government introduces new customs duties on imported fruit, discusses measures to fight corruption on border.
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10. (0917) Video report on Finance Minister Djelic announcing reprogramming of companies’ old bad debt.

11. (1847) Video report on news conference by Agency for Development of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises, analyzing agency’s first 100 days.

12. (1218) Commercials.

13. (1227) Beočin cement factory workers support sale of factory to French company, demand greater transparency.

14. (1346) Serbian Economic Minister Vlahović, Finance Minister Djelic explain government program of sale of Serbian companies to industrial TUs.

15. (1428) New 100, 200 dinar banknotes issued today.

16. (1639) Electricity prices go up by 4% percent.

17. (1724) Liquidation board of Postal Savings Bank says liquidation process in the bank continues despite intervention by Belgrade Commercial Court judge.

18. (1815) Foreign news.


20. (2146) In memoriam SAZU member Tomović.


22. (2424) Sports.

23. (2608) Weather.

24. (2729) Video report on appearance of crop circles in Sombor and Odzak area. (29 min)
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